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ABoUt thIs Book
In this book we describe young people’s attitudes,
beliefs, motivations and behaviours that affect their
decisions on subject choice and career paths to add
depth to the current understanding of how they
perceive STEM careers.
This book brings together four phases of research
activity with young people, namely; qualitative, social
listening, co-creation and quantitative research
activities that ran between February and March 2014.
It follows a knowledge and scoping phase that laid the
foundation for the research design and approach of
the above mentioned research activities.
Prior to this book of insights we carried out:
i.

A thorough review of existing research on STEM.

ii.

Heard feedback and hunches from a session held
with stakeholders on 12 December 2013.

iii. Depth interviews with career advisors to fast
track understanding of how young people make
career decisions.

iv.

Qualitative sessions with STEM professionals
to determine the motivations and barriers they
experienced in their learning journey and to
identify the influences and critical ages when they
made decisions.

In the qualitative phase, we spoke to young people
aged 14-17 years (separately as year 9, year 11 and
year 12/FE college years) from a wide range of social
and educational backgrounds, through the lens of
understanding their attitude to STEM as a career path.
We interviewed parents and teachers to understand
the influential role they play in young people’s career
choices.

The final research activity was an online quantitative
survey with a sample of 2280 teenagers that ran
on the 24th to 28th of March 2014. This final phase
provided a quantifiable complete picture of their
attitudes, behaviours and perceptions of career
choices and a baseline measure to track intervention
effectiveness.

To complement the qualitative research, we listened
to young people’s social media conversations to
understand their sentiment towards STEM careers
and subjects.
Our co-creation sessions with young people served to
validate and probe further their career ambitions as
well as to inform the development of communications
that would resonate with young people.
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Who We spoke to
We interviewed friendship pairs and quads of young people in year 9
and year 11, ages identified as the key decision making points from
the previous research phase with STEM professionals.
Throughout this report we will refer to high and low support young
people, parents and teachers.
By high support we mean: Young people who attend schools
where over 80% of pupils go on to higher education AND the
school received an Ofsted grade of ‘outstanding’ or ‘good’ in the
last two years. And have parents/guardians in ABC1 SEG who
have had a higher education.
By low support we mean young people who attend schools where
less than 60% of pupils go on to higher education and the school
received an Ofsted grade of ‘inadequate’ or ‘requires improvement’
in the last two years. And have parents/guardians in C2DE SEG who
have not had a higher education.
Low or high support teachers refers to the Ofsted grading of the
school they teach at.
Further details of the sample mix can be found in the appendix.
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Attitudes and
mindsets

This section describes attitudes and mindsets that define today’s
generation of 14 to 17 year olds across England. Although the research
was designed through the lens of STEM, the insights uncovered have
much broader implications. They provide the wider context in how we
communicate with young people in 2014.

01
sense of inner potential
self centric not self centred
Risk aversion lowers ambition
It must work now
passengers not drivers
Users not creators
geek not so chic
parents first line of influence
Celebrities are still inspirational
secure and stable
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01

sense of
InneR potentIAL
Young people feel they have ideas, but it’s
external conditions that prevent them from
realising their potential.

“ I’m thinking about being a photographer,
but I know someone who did that at uni
and really struggled to get a job, so I’m
thinking about what I could do instead.”
Girl 16, High Support, London

Young people tend to have an internal
sense of potential. They all feel they have
“ideas” and something to offer in life.
KEEP SENSE OF
POTENTIAL ALIvE BY
CrEATING A SENSE
OF OPPOrTuNITY
FOr EvErYONE

however, as they progress through their school
career, external factors such as their perception
of the job market, their exam grades, as well as
social and gender expectations means their sense
of potential all too often gets dampened and doesn’t
translate into active ambition for their future.

“I want to be a film producer but I do

worry about if I’ll get a job at the end of
it. You don’t want to have done all that
work to find there are no jobs.”
Boy 16, High Support, London
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01

seLf-CentRIC
not seLf
CentReD

For most young people, connection to the
wider world and its issues is somewhat
limited. Although interested in travel,
their ‘world’ very much focuses on
them, their peers and their family. It is
through this lens that they mostly view
opportunities and interests.

With limited life experience it’s hard to see
beyond a narrow world view

“ I want to help people. You see
people doing that - like the
police – that’s what I mean by
helping people. ”

Girl 18, Low Support, Birmingham

BrOADEN
HOrIzONS BuT
ALWAYS rELATE
BACK TO THEIr
WOrLD

their views on careers are often limited to what they
know or have experienced and they discuss having
impact on those close to hand. Young people do not
readily consider the more far-reaching affect across
society they could have. focussing on the potential
that their actions could have a wider impact on the
world can feel daunting and overwhelming.

“My sister, my cousins they are all doing
media so I think I am going to do that.”
Girl, 13, High Support, Newcastle
7
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RIsk AveRsIon
LoWeRs
AMBItIon
Unforgiving online culture amplifies
fear of failure

“ the teachers are always saying that

you need to do well to get on, they are
giving us tests all the time. ”

Girl, 13, High Support, London

“ our lives really depend on it –

getting the marks and that will
impact on the lifestyle that we can
have when we are older. ”

WITH rISK
AvErSION DO WE
INCrEASE THE
SIzE OF THE PrIzE
Or LESSEN THE
PErCEPTION
OF rISK

There is this constant pressure from
parents and teachers on young people to
get the right results and qualifications so
they can get a decent job.
With their lives indelibly documented and projected
online, they perceive their failures are on display for
their friends and peers to see.
As a result their ambition to find an interesting
and fulfilling career path conflicts with the strong
consideration that their chosen subjects must be
achievable and ultimately lead to a guaranteed job at
the end.

Girl, 14, High support, Yate
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RIsk AveRsIon
LoWeRs
AMBItIon

the pressure starts at an early age.

77
%
of
15-16
yo
77 81%
% of 17-18 yo.
72
for

doing well in
exams was one
of the biggest
things they
worry about.

% of 13-14 yo
rising to

but dropping to
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It MUst
WoRk noW
Instant gratification and the expectation for
everything to work immediately

“ You get…why do I have to do algebra?

nobody ever does that. Why do I have to
do fractions? everybody uses decimals
and calculators now. ”

Teacher, High support, Birmingham

“ If I knew why it was useful,
I’d do it.”

YOuNG PEOPLE
ExPECT FEEDBACK
& uNDErSTANDING
OF THE vALIDITY IN
THE rEAL WOrLD
OF WHAT THEY
LEArN.

Young people expect instant feedback
in their lives. This is rooted in the
technology that surrounds them which
gives instant access to information and
computes things fast.
This attitude manifests itself in several ways. Young
people expect to see the results of their efforts
immediately and they expect to see how things can be
applied in the real world. They get frustrated and lose
interest fast if they do not understand something and
do not see the relevance of the subjects they learn.
Again the expectation for immediate results runs
contrary to STEM and other subjects, where ideas
and innovations are developed through a process of
iteration and discovery.

Boy 14, Low Support, Newcastle
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It MUst
WoRk noW

82

%

“I find it easier to learn
stuff I think I’ll use
agree with statement when I start work”
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pAssengeRs not
DRIveRs
Young people often shy away from the prospect
of responsibility or shaping the future

“ It’s always a real struggle for

many when they are tasked with
developing their own coding project
from scratch. ”
Computing teacher, Newcastle high support

“ I don’t want to be responsible for it

all – what if it goes wrong or I don’t
do it right.”
Girl, 14, High Support, Bristol
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!

rESPONSIBILITY
CAN FEEL A
DAuNTING
PrOSPECT FOr
YOuNG PEOPLE

For many young people (particularly
at the young end of the sample) the
consideration that they could make a
difference in the future felt daunting.
Personal responsibility for many felt overwhelming
and ‘hard’ - potentially turning them away from
considering some careers. For example, when
presented with job descriptions where a person was
personally responsible for something large, there was
concern that this would be difficult. Instead young
people are more drawn to opportunities where there is
shared responsibility, i.e. working as part of a team.
Similarly - although interested in the future, the notion
of creating it can feel hard and daunting for young
people. The idea of being the one that could create
the new game-changing piece of technology or do
something to change the future was not always readily
engaging. They want to contribute to innovations but
cannot see themselves creating them.
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pAssengeRs
not DRIveRs

Which, if any, of the
following are important to
you? I want a job where...

23

%

want jobs where
they can shape
the future and
the way we live
want to
make an
impact

45
%

42

%

want a job that
earns respect
from others
13
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UseRs not
CReAtoRs
Technology valued for its utility, without
questioning how it works

“ I’m not that interested in

technology, I like having the
latest phone, that’s about it.”
Girl, 13, Low Support, Newcastle

“ technology has gone as
far as it can go.”
Girl 17, Low support, Newcastle

rEIGNITE THE
CurIOSITY AND
SENSE OF DISCOvErY
ABOuT HOW THE
WOrLD ArOuND
THEM WOrKS.

This is a generation that takes technology
for granted. They value it’s functionality
and role in their lives, above most things,
however there is less curiosity into how
and why it works.
Genuine digital natives - today’s 16 year olds have
been exposed to iPhones since they were 11, Twitter
since they were 10 and YouTube since they were 9.
However they lack curiosity into what goes on under
their phone cover, or behind their computer screens
– and with modern technology being so inaccessible,
this is understandable.
Similarly, the majority can only see how the
technology around them affects them on a personal
level and not at a macro scale, with a good proportion
believing we have already seen the pinnacle of
technological achievements.
14
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geek not
so ChIC
Attitude towards intelligence differs by gender,
age and support level

“ geek is the wrong word. But they
tend to keep their heads down.”
Teacher, Low Support, Birmingham

“ It’s ok to be good at something.
As long as you don’t boast
about it.”
Girl, 17, Low Support, Birmingham

CLEAr PArT FOr
“INTELLIGENT” rOLE
MODELS TO MAKE
SMArT SOCIALLY
ACCEPTABLE.

The negativity associated with being a
“geek” starts to emerge in years 8 and 9
when pupils have settled into secondary
school life.
As young people progress through school, ability
and intelligence becomes a clear way that they are
defined. For lower achievers, their views on higher
achievers are mixed. There is some respect for those
that are brighter than them with a recognition that
things come easier to them and in some ways a wish
to be more like them.
However, there is a perception that a proportion of
those higher achievers are less ‘social’ (i.e. very focused
on school work) which generates a more negative
perception of boring, dull, obnoxious and boastful –
things that they don’t want to associate with.

“ It’s cool to be smart,
it’s just really hard.”
Boy 16, High Support, London
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geek not
so ChIC

54 45
% vs

%

of high support of low support
believe being intelligent
earns their respect.

55
%
44

of
17
% 18 yo
vs

of 13
14 yo

believe being intelligent
earns respect.
16
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pARents
fIRst LIne of
InfLUenCe
Young people respect their parents’
achievements and are happy to be
influenced by them

“ My mum never got to go to uni, she

leads me onto the path that I should
go, I listen to her. ”

Girl, 13, High Support, London

“ My Dad has got a hands-on job.

THE rOLE
OF PArENTS IN
CArEEr CHOICE IS vITAL –
HOWEvEr THErE IS A HuGE
jOB TO EDuCATE THEM
ABOuT THE BrEADTH
OF OPPOrTuNITIES

Many young people, whether high or low
support, see their parents as role models.
They see their parents as resources to
help them get established. They’ll ask
them for advice regarding subject and
career choices.
Some lower support young people may look to follow
more directly the footsteps of their parents in terms of
career choice but in general parents are the sounding
boards for the choices young people make.
However, parents often have limited knowledge of the
opportunities available to their children, and although
they almost universally only want what’s best for
their children – they can have “out of touch” gender
stereotype views which hold them back.

he’s been there, so he can help
me choose. ”

Boy 16, Low support, London
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pARents
fIRst LIne of
InfLUenCe

13-14 yo are more
likely to turn to
their parents than
17-18 yo.

higher support
young people are
more likely to turn
to their parents than
low support.

Low support are
more likely to head
to a career advisor
than high support
teenagers.

vs.

vs.

20 18
34
%
%
%
14 13 29
%

vs.

%

%
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CeLeBRItIes
ARe stILL
InspIRAtIonAL
They act as role models of aspiration and
inspiration for young people

“ Alan sugar,

he worked
hard to get
what he got.”

rOLE MODELS CAN
BE uSED TO INSPIrE
ArOuND CErTAIN
CArEErS AND DrIvE
rELEvANCE FOr
YOuNG PEOPLE

Famous business people are admired
for the hard work that made them
successful. For boys in particular,
there is a desire to follow passions and
be like their sporting heroes.
Famous actors were also aspired to,
as well as celebrities linked to fashion,
particularly for girls.
There is huge potential to use celebrity role models
to promote certain career areas and inspire ambition,
however, particularly for young people, the “cool”
celebrity landscape changes at a dramatic rate so
ensuring the role model is current is key.

Boy,16, Birmingham, High support
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seCURe
AnD stABLe
The post recession generation want a stable
future for themselves and their family

“ I do worry if they end up in a niche job

that has no future, I mean look what
happened to his dad, he was a miner. ”

Parent, High Support, Newcastle

“ not having to worry about being
out of a job and being in debt
that’s what’s important to me. ”

Boy, 13, High Support, Birmingham

HOW DO WE
COMMuNICATE THE
CArEErS WE WANT
YOuNG PEOPLE
TO CONSIDEr
PrOvIDE A STABLE
FuTurE?

Almost without exception young people
crave stability for themselves and
their families. The common aspiration
regardless of background was that young
people wanted to provide a safe and stable
home for their family.
For some the need to provide stability was more
pressing owing to struggling family circumstances.
Low support pre-GCSE students would talk of the
need to provide for their family. An indication of
the tension they already feel of finding a career
path they enjoy and being able to contribute to
their family’s income.
High support young people also felt the need for a
career that offered stability. Having seen their parents
and older siblings experience the recession, young
people even at 13 years old place stability and avoiding
debt as a priority for their future career.
20

Career
goals and
ambitions

02
opportunity for success
Wanting to make a difference
following their passions
practical not theoretical
passengers not drivers
All work and all play
Money is important but not critical
fear of boredom – challenge me
University is not the only way
Creativity: motivator and barrier

This section describes the motivations, aspirations and considerations
young people have when considering life after education.
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02

oppoRtUnItY
foR sUCCess

For young people success in their
chosen field is something that they
naturally aspire to.

For young people success is
about recognition not power

“ I want to be fairly high up
and important. ”
Girl, 16, High Support, London

“ I want to be a leader, I don’t
really want people telling
me what to do. I want to be
able to lead.”
Girl, 16, High support, London

rESPECT AND
rECOGNITION ArE
COMPELLING

Although all want to achieve a secure and stable
career, for some it was also important to go beyond
that and achieve notable success and responsibility
either through promotion and leadership or by
creating their own business. Both low and high
support young people wanted to be successful, but
it was more frequent that those from a high support
background talked about ‘being high up’ in their jobs.
Achieving success was about recognition, as well
as personal achievement and accomplishments.
recognition from their parents and peers that they
had made it.
Becoming successful is about building selfconfidence, a way of knowing that they were doing a
good job and that they were proud of the work that
they had done.
22

oppoRtUnItY
foR sUCCess

I see myself aiming for…

6 4
%

of boys

72

%

vs.

%

of girls

see themselves high up and running
a team by their mid-twenties.

to some extent still want to
aim for a job that is unusual
and exciting despite
potential fierce competition.
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WAntIng to MAke A
DIffeRenCe
Young people want the opportunity to help
others and society in their career

“ I want a job that isn’t self-centred,
I like the idea of making people
happy. If I am doing a job that
is helping people, that is really
rewarding. ”
Girl, 14, Low support, London

DOING GOOD
NEEDS A rANGE
OF MESSAGES
TO CAPTurE
DIFFErENT
EMPHASES

02
For some young people the opportunity
to ‘make a difference’ was considered
important in their career choices.
The definition of making a difference was broad
ranging. For some it tended to be about ‘helping
others’, but for others it was about wanting to ‘make
a difference’ in their community. This was often
considered on a one to one or community level
(helping individuals in need) rather than on a more
broader scale, global scale. It was considered that
this type of work was hugely rewarding and satisfying.
Focus of careers for these individuals tended to be
around public services.
For a confident minority it was about making more of
a societal impact and leaving a legacy.

“ I like the idea of leaving a legacy
– or making my mark.”
Girl, 16, High support, London
24

WAntIng
to MAke A
DIffeRenCe

18 22% 14%
%

see themselves in a job where
they are helping people.

vs.

of girls

of boys
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02

foLLoWIng
theIR pAssIons
Young people use their passions as a focus
when considering their careers

“ I can see how becoming a radio

producer gets me close to my love
of music.”
Boy, 16, High Support, London

“ I really like sport – I really want

to go into something to do with
sport.”

rELATING
CArEEr INSPIrATION
DIrECTLY BACK TO
THEIr PASSIONS IS KEY
AT THE TIME WHEN
INTErEST IN SCHOOL
DIMINISHES

Personal interests can strongly drive
consideration of careers and are often
the starting point. TV programmes can
also prompt consideration of careers, for
example, crime series, medical series.
Young people often focus on ‘their’ world when
considering careers. This can be influencers in their
lives but interest and passions are strong starting
points too. Careers which contain elements of their
current passions can resonate strongly and have
increased interest and this differed across gender.
For boys, sport and music were often key starting
points when thinking of their career pathway.
For girls it was more varied but fashion, food, drama
and art/design were often of strong interest.

Boy, 13, Low Support, Bristol
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02

pRACtICAL not
theoRetICAL
Young people are interested in careers which
allow them to be hands-on

“ I’ve always been interested in

doing something with my hands.
When I was younger I was always
building and making things. I
don’t want to be sitting at an
office desk answering phones.
that sounds boring. ”
Boy, 13, Low Support, London

For young people, in particular boys,
there was a strong interest in subjects and
careers which allowed them to be more
practical and hands-on.

THEOrY WITHOuT
APPLICATION IS
DEMOTIvATING

They often cited that they were keen to have jobs
which allowed them to use more practical skills,
rather than jobs which were considered more
theoretical or office based.
They were more inspired by subjects where they could
see the end goal of their learning, that is where the
theory very quickly turned into practice.

“ I like doing practicals,
I like getting involved. ”
Boy, 14, Low Support, Bristol
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pRACtICAL not
theoRetICAL

Where work is hands-on it’s more of a draw for low support

32 26
%
33 23
%

%
%

vs.

and for older
teenagers

of 17-18 yo

of high support
vs.

of 13-14 yo
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02

ALL WoRk
AnD ALL pLAY
Young people want work to be an enjoyable
integral part of their life

“ What I really want is where
I go to work, but it doesn’t
feel like work because I
enjoy it.”
Girl, 13, High Support, London

FOr YOuNG
PEOPLE ENjOYMENT
DETErMINES
ACCOMPLISHMENT

Young people want their work life to be
enjoyable and for many a strong part of
that includes the ability to socialise and
meet new people within the role.
There was an aversion to working alone, instead there
was a strong desire to be part of a larger team and
have a good social life as part of work.
There is also a desire not to work long hours as some
have experienced their parents doing, but that does
not necessarily mean they want to work to fixed
working hours, i.e. 9-5. Having flexibility within their
working lives was discussed, with the ideal job not
feeling like work.

“ I want to be able to make
good friends at work.”
Girl, 14, High Support, Newcastle
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MoneY Is
IMpoRtAnt BUt
not CRItICAL
Young people aspire to have a good wage but
only a few aspire to be rich

“ Money is important but it’s not as important
as having a good experience. having a
quality and range of experiences is really
important to me.”
Boy, 13, low support, London

“ I want something that pays ok, you

see a lot of people struggling. I want
to enjoy my job and get paid enough
to support my family. ”

Girl, 14, Low Support, Bristol

02

£

MONEY IS
IMPOrTANT BuT
NOT THE MAIN
DrIvEr

Money is important to young people when
considering their careers, they want to be
able to afford what they want in life and
become independent.
Young people want to be independent and to be able
to provide for their family as well as do what they want
in life. To do this they want a good wage, however
many are less concerned with having a high wage or
being rich. This was because there is a belief that a
‘highly paid job’ can come with other issues, such as
stress and long working hours.
For many, this is not a trade-off they are interested
in making.
Of course, there were some (from both high and
low support) who were more interested in earning a
high wage. For those from low support, there were
aspirations to do better than their family or current
lifestyle and for those from high support an aspiration
to match their parents’ lifestyles.
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MoneY Is
IMpoRtAnt BUt
not CRItICAL

£25,000
is the median
annual salary young
people consider to
be a good salary.

30
47
%
25
%

of young people
believe £15k to
£25k is a good
starting salary.

%
of boys

vs.

of girls
believe £25-45k is a
good starting salary.
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02

feAR of
BoReDoM
gIve Me A
ChALLenge
Young people want their job to feel varied
and different every day

“ I want something that’s a bit of a challenge,
it makes it more interesting.”
Girl, 13, High Support, Bristol
“ I don’t want to be stuck in an office

all day, stuck behind a computer, that
would be boring. ”

Girl, 13, High Support, Bristol

Across the sample, there was a strong
aversion to any sense of boredom within
their job.

STEM
PrOvIDES THE
OPPOrTuNITY TO
AvOID THE BOrING
DESK jOB.

For young people a ‘boring’ job is one that that
feels repetitious, monotonous and the same
every day. An ‘office job’ was seen as the worst
kind of job and appeared to act as a metaphor to
represent the types of job they do not want, that is,
being stuck at a desk and not going ‘out’. For some
this felt like an extension of school (at a desk
being given ‘work’ to do) which for many they were
hoping to avoid once leaving education.
Instead for a proportion of the audience, there was a
sense that they would like their job to provide them
with a sense of challenge. Although not looking
for their job to be too difficult, a sense of challenge
suggested that they would be doing something varied
and different everyday.
32

feAR of
BoReDoM - gIve
Me A ChALLenge

72

%

selected a job where I’m working
from a desk most of the time as an
aspect they do not want in a job.

10
only

%

see themselves in
their 20s working
in an office for a
big corporation.
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feAR of
UneMpLoYMent oR
‘DeAD enD’ joB
Young people want a job where they
can progress and improve
it’s going to be hard to find a job.
“ IMythink
dad tells me that it used to be 7 or 8
going for a job, but now you have 100s
of people going for the same job – so
I have to outshine them, I can’t make
mistakes now.

”

Boy, 13, Low Support, Bristol

HIGHLIGHT
EMPLOYMENT
OPPOrTuNITY AND
SKILLS GAP IN STEM

02
Young people readily cite that finding a job
or the ‘job they want’ after school is likely
to be difficult. This can make them either
feel despondent or realise that there is
a lot of pressure to do well at school to
stand out from the crowd.
Parents and older siblings having gone through recent
tough times, reminding them of the difficulty in getting
a job, telling them that they need to work hard at
school to overcome this.
The fear of unemployment was stated by nearly all
young people but those from lower support appeared
to raise it more readily. This fear of unemployment or
getting a good jobs, raises concerns about not being
able to provide for their families, or get the things they
want out of life.

don’t want to be unemployed without any
“ Idirection,
poor and struggling to pay the bills.
Girl, 13, Low support, Newcastle

”
34

feAR of
UneMpLoYMent oR
‘DeAD enD’ joB

71 65
of 17-18 yo

%

were concerned how
they’d be earning money.

%

were concerned about
getting a job they’d enjoy.
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02

UnIveRsItY
Is not the
onLY WAY

Young people have mixed attitudes towards going to
university and there is a strong difference between
those from high support and low support backgrounds.

ç

definitely not thinking about university, I don’t
“ I’m
want to have loads of debt and spend 3 years
there and come out and still have to find a job –
I’m going to look for an apprenticeship.
Girl, 16, Low Support, London

”

ç

”
Boy, 13, Low support, Birmingham

HOW CAN WE
HELP ENSurE THAT
YOuNG PEOPLE
ArE AWArE OF
DIFFErENT CArEEr
PATHWAYS OPEN
TO THEM ?

Those from high support families tend to have a natural expectation
that they will go. They readily cite that university will provide them with
greater opportunities through either a greater chance of employment or
through allowing them to understand more fully career options.

ç

“

I don’t know if it’s the right term, but I
think of university as somewhere where
posh people go.

ç

Some young people are questioning the
need for Higher Education

However, some with a high support background readily raise the
drawbacks of university, with concerns around debt coupled with doubts
as to whether it will provide better employment prospects. They cite
instances of those that have struggled out of university which reinforces
these perceptions. They are open-minded towards more vocational
alternatives, as are their parents but these options are not often
discussed at school.
Some within low support are keen to go to university – again to better
their prospects, however, for many university is not readily considered.
They raise concerns about cost and being away from home as major
barriers. There is also an underlying perception that university is beyond
them. They can lack confidence believing it is for those that are ‘cleverer’
or ‘posher’ than them.
36

UnIveRsItY
Is not the
onLY WAY

Apprenticeships are
more for boys.

68 26 22
%
13
At year 12

%

want to go on to
university.

%

are looking at
vocational options.

%

vs.

of boys

of girls.
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02

CReAtIvItY: A
MotIvAtoR AnD
A BARRIeR
Providing young people with the opportunity
to be creative is important

“

I like the idea of creativity because it lets you have
freedom in a job, it lets you have the opportunity to
create a more reliable efficient way.
Girl, 13, High support, Bristol

”

am not so interested in creativity, I’m just
“ Inot
a creative person. I’m not very good at
coming up with ideas, I’m more logical. ”
Girl, 13, High Support, Bristol

HOW DO WE INSPIrE
THOSE WHO WANT
THE OPPOrTuNITY TO
BE CrEATIvE IN THEIr
CArEErS WITHOuT
ALIENATING THOSE WHO
BELIEvE THEY ArE NOT
CrEATIvE?

For some young people the opportunity to
use their skills creatively in the workplace
is a strong need. In particular, they want
to be able to use their creative and design
skills to develop and adapt ways of doing
or making things.
Being able to put their own stamp on things was felt to
give them freedom and flexibility within a job – rather
than following someone’s ideas and ways of doing
things. Opportunity for this freedom felt liberating.
Young people, however, were less interested if
creativity was positioned as ‘invention’. The notion of
inventing was considered difficult and hard rather
than inspiring, with a perception that it is difficult to
come up with brand new ideas.
However creativity is not for everyone. For other young
people, there was lower interest in the opportunity to
be creative as they felt they were not ‘creative types’.
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CReAtIvItY: A
MotIvAtoR AnD
A BARRIeR

61 71
%

want to be logical
in their jobs.

%

want to be creative
in their jobs.
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Decision
points

03
the key decision points
shaping the learning journey
the key decision points differ in duration
Career decisions front of mind jan to May
gCse options; subject enjoyment prevails
further education / vocational next steps
keeping their options open
stick to strengths
teachers are helpful but time poor

This section identifies the key decision points for young people in their
learning journey and the role parents and teachers play in subject and
career choice.
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the keY
DeCIsIon
poInts

03
YR 9

Year 9 when they start making decisions for
their GSCEs and have been influenced by two
years of secondary school.

YR 11

Year 11 when the reality that the next step
after school is imminent and career / further
subject choices have to be made.

YR 12

Year 12 (or equivalent age at FE college)
when higher education or job choices have to
be made.
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sUBjeCt
enjoYMent
AnD teenAge
MILestones
shApe the
LeARnIng
joURneY

03

SubjECT
EnjoYMEnT
Enjoying a subject is key to taking
it further and after GCSEs they get
to drop the ones they didn’t enjoy
and focus on the ones they prefer

Enjoyment of subjects dips during
GCSEs as difficulty increases
and many difficult subjects get
dismissed.

Arriving at secondary school new
subjects such science and DT are
exciting

“It’s just stressful. Hate it”
“They come into secondary school,
they love it… everything’s new and
it’s fun”

The transition from
GSCE to A-levels or
college is a struggle
for many

relationships
Music

Sports

TEEnAGE
MIlESTonES
As they get older, life gets more
interesting outside of school, their
social lives become more important
and there are more distractions

Learning to drive
Going out

Friends

PrE YEAr 7

YEAr 12 / 13 - CoLLEGE / SChooL
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the keY DeCIsIon
poInts DIffeR In
DURAtIon

03
GCSE

FE

Choices

Choices

A-Levels

University

Decision point 1: GSCE choices
GCSE options are the first key decision making point. The choices may be limited but it’s
the applied effort and enthusiasm for compulsory subjects that shapes subject decisions
at a later stage.

GCSE

Wide timeframe

Vocational

When GCSE choices are made varies considerably by school, for some it’s in year 8, for
others it’s in late Winter year 9.

Decision point 2: Further Education choices
Subject enjoyment has been shaped significantly by the GCSE experience, tough subjects
are out, subjects they enjoy and that will keep options open prevail.

Very short timeframe

Year 7

Employment

After GCSE exams, the focus is on further education (FE). The thought process on what
the next step should look like may have begun before, but now it’s front of mind across
the uK at the same time.
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03

CAReeR DeCIsIons
ARe fRont of MInD
jAnUARY to MAY

GCSE + A-LEVELS

exam period

MoCK

exam period
Social media conversations around careers and subject are more focused
towards the latter half of the academic year.
Conversations around subjects specifically are in line with the key exam
periods, during these times the conversations are all about revision in those
subjects, and sharing subject tips and exam anxieties.
There is a natural dip in career conversations during exam periods, as when
exams are on, that’s what is top of mind, but career conversations rise from
january through to May regardless of many taking mock exams in February.
This rise in career dialogue is something natural given that many will be
making the next steps, potentially into the world of work at the end of that
school year.

SEP

oCT

NoV

DEC

JAN

FEB

MAr

APr

MAY

JUN

JUL

AUG

Subjects in context of careers and decisions
Subjects in context of education

*The graph represents the seasonality of over 1M conversations from January to December 2013.
SoUrCE: Sysomos.
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03

gCse optIon
tIMe; sUBjeCt
enjoYMent
pRevAILs

Many don’t know what careers they might pursue, they only know the
subjects they’ve experienced.
very few have a good idea about what they’d like to do as a career. Most
might like the idea of a certain subject area but very few will have looked
into the potential jobs in detail.
Most pick the subjects that they enjoy. If they haven’t enjoyed something already,
they will cast it aside if they can.

Arts

Many low support parents don’t understand the importance of GCSE choices in
the context of their child’s learning journey and are not well informed.
Low support parents are more likely to expect the school to lead the discussion
as to what their child’s strengths are and which subjects they should take.

History
Law
Information
Technology

Math

High support parents are more aware of the importance of GCSE choices, they’re
better informed, and much more likely to take an active role in the decisions their
child makes for GCSEs.
Those children with older siblings are much more in tune with what subjects they
might take and general ideas for the future.
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fURtheR eDUCAtIon
oR voCAtIonAL
next steps
Fulltime
Job

Apprenticeship?

NVQ?

BTEC?

Further
Education?

03
Many have seen just how hard certain subjects are at GCSE and are
put off from choosing them for further education.
Many low-support boys who have found GCSEs very difficult have
set themselves on vocational routes so they can learn and earn and
ultimately be outside of the school environment.
Teachers are helpful in choosing subjects, but many students don’t
think their teachers have enough experience outside of education to
help them with career choices.
Many reported having spoken with the schools career advisor but
few reported that it was worthwhile.
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keepIng theIR
optIons open

03
There is a strong idea amongst young people that any decision
they make is fixed and they can’t go back and change things.
They worry they can’t change their path and so many choose certain
subjects to keep their options open. For those without a career path in
mind, they will follow the advice from their teachers.

Business
Studies

Economics

I enjoyed business studies at gCse so I’m taking it at A-Level along with
“ economics
but I want to keep my options open so I’m taking Law and
history too.”
Girl, 17, Birmingham, High Support
is my passion, but I’ve seen older friends really struggle to get
“ photography
jobs in it, so I’m thinking about web-design as well.”

Law

Girl, 16, London, High Support

History

I’m unsure what to do, I really enjoy history so I’ll keep doing that, but my
“ teachers
told me to also take english and Maths to keep my options open.
Girl, 16, London, High Support

”
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keepIng theIR
optIons open

the pressure mounts up.
those concerned about making the right decisions.

59 65 68
%

13-14 year olds

%

15-16 year olds

%

17-18 year olds

48

stICk to
stRengths

+
A

03
Many students are very uncertain as to what career area they might
pursue and so pick subjects they’re good at and they enjoy.

next steps you should be taking should be doing subjects you
“ the
enjoyed at school. ”
Boy, 16, Low Support, Bristol

They feel it’s reassuring to study what you enjoy and what you’re good at,
for some it meant even without looking any further to find out what the
career prospects might be.
Parents encourage their children to stick to their strengths and to
make sure they enjoy what they study especially if they get a job
related to that subject.

emphasise she’s got to be happy with what she’s going to do.
“ IYou
have to work for a long time after all. ”
Father of Girl, 14, London, Low Support

49

teACheRs ARe
heLpfUL BUt
tIMe pooR

03
Teachers give advice to students where they can, and it’s
something they do enjoy being able to do, they just have no
time to do it.
Giving career advice is not something they have to do proactively, due to the
pressures of the curriculum and grade targets.
Some have tutorial obligations to talk to their students but this is not restricted to
their subjects they teach.
They feel their experience is limited and they have a lack of knowledge about
careers to help decisions.
Teachers who do find time to advise and inform in the classroom receive strong
feedback from their students:

teacher was really supportive. he was great and made
“ itMyallbiology
really interesting.”
Boy, 17, High Support, Birmingham

of careers in my subject is not as good as it should be,
“ knowledge
it’s difficult to stay up to date given the pressure on grades.”
Teacher, Low support, London

50

tv shoWs hoLD
hUge poWeR to
InfLUenCe

03
For many, TV shows provided a huge inspiration for
considering a career in a STEM discipline
Tv shows and popular films were regularly mentioned by school students,
teachers, career advisors, and young STEM professionals as sparking an interest
in STEM and specific subject areas.
Those that were mentioned included science fact shows such as the Christmas
lectures, wildlife programmes, and popular crime dramas that featured role
model scientists such as NCIS and CSI.
Tv can be a powerful tool to inspire STEM aspirations, however we did come
across examples where unrealistic expectations were created by shows which did
not match the reality of the career. For some young people, this disappointment
resulted in them switching courses and careers paths away from STEM.

Abbey out of nCIs, she was cool, not your typical scientist,
“ Isoloved
I wanted to be like her ”
Female who took a pharmaceutical apprenticeship

can play such a big influence. We can always link back a
“ Media
spike in interest in a career path with a tv show ”
Careers advisor
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Perceptions
of STEM

04

This section reports on how STEM is perceived by young people,
parents and teachers.
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the peRCeptIons
of steM ARe WeLL
estABLIsheD

04

The issues surrounding STEM have been well researched previously.
Our research was designed to uncover attitudes and influences
surrounding career decisions using STEM as a focal point. Here we
describe how people perceive STEM, from the way people talked to us
directly and from the unprompted conversations they had online. Both
methodologies complemented and reinforced our findings.
First and foremost STEM has an image problem. Negative connotations
surrounding STEM came straight to mind for the majority of people.
The benefits of STEM had to be carefully considered.
The message is clear. Attitudes have to be shifted.
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peRCeptIons
of WoRkIng In
sCIenCe
Young people naturally mentioned careers that were
relevant to the ones they have already been exposed to in
their lives, so medical based professions and teachers were
common. Many had been influenced by their favourite
crime based TV shows like CSI resulting in aspiring to
become forensic scientists.

nEGATIvES

PoSITIvES

Difficult choice beyond GCSE

Doing good

Taking the subject further than GCSE felt
beyond a lot of them as they had struggled
with the subject at GCSE level. They felt you
had to be really clever to take science to a
career level, and that was definitely not them.

The benefits of science being able to cure
diseases both to help other people and also to
achieve respect and personal reward.

Fear of making a mistake
Considerable fear of getting it wrong in
a science job and what the implications
might be.

Stressful in the job and getting
the job
Some thought it would be quite stressful and
difficult trying to get a job in science.

“ If the subject at school is really hard,
then a job in science must be super
hard – too hard for me.

”

Making an impact
Many talked about how you discover new
things in science, and feel like you’re doing
something good for the whole world and
making an impact.

For the future
Some more keen on science talked about how
important science was for the future.

science you can cure diseases and it
“ Infeels
like you’re doing something to help
the world.
”
Girl, 14,Low support, Bristol

Boy, 14, Low support, London
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the Most
InteRestIng
steM:
teChnoLogY
The range of jobs and subjects brought to mind within
technology were varied and included: mending and fixing
computers and IT, working with gadgets/mobile phones,
graphic design or technology subjects at school, such as,
resistant materials, food technology. Depending which
jobs were top of mind, affected their perception of the
technology discipline. Overall, however, technology was
often viewed as the most interesting of the four disciplines
within STEM.

nEGATIvES

PoSITIvES

Lonely and desk bound

It’s the easiest one

There was a perception if they focussed on IT
that working in technology was a lonely job
and very desk bound.

Some considered a career relatively easy in
terms of intellectual ability compared with
other STEM careers.

Lack of social status

hands-on and creative

There was also some sense that working in
technology (mainly IT) lacks social kudos.

Technology careers were considered of
interest as it was felt to be practical and
hands-on discipline. It was also considered an
area which would allow them to be creative
(for those that considered graphics/design as
part of technology).

like this because you get to see
“ Inew
things – you are part of creating
something new.
”
Girl, 16, High support, London
it might be just like a desk job,
“ Iathink
bit isolating.
”
Girl, 14, Low Support, Birmingham

Cutting edge
Working in technology was also felt exciting as
it was considered to allow them to be part of a
modern, cutting edge area of work.

Future proofed
It’s a growing industry where jobs will always
be available.
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peRCeptIons
of WoRkIng In
engIneeRIng
The range of jobs that are brought up when talking to
young people about engineering were quite limited. They
generally consisted of jobs that involved fixing cars,
trains and planes. They viewed these professions as
being very hands on and practical versus other areas of
STEM. Some boys were more naturally clued up about
engineering as they had been exposed to a slightly wider
range of professions thanks to their close family and so
mentioned specific types of engineers.

nEGATIvES

PoSITIvES

It’s for boys only

It’s practical

Most girls saw engineering as quite boring but
also very male dominated, and some thought
as a result it would be hard to get into.

Some of the lower support boys considered
engineering to be very practical and less
academic, and for those who were more
vocationally led this was a strong reason for
them to consider it.

It’s difficult
Many saw it as difficult. Engineering involves
too much maths, especially if they were not
hands on or practical people.

Low status
Engineering is associated with boiler repair
men and mechanics. A consequence of the
term engineer being freely used to describe
anyone that fixes things.

I think of that I think of a more
“ When
‘masculine’ type of job – I don’t think
it’s a feminine job.”
Girl, 14, High Support, London

It’s collaborative
Some saw it as a job that meant working in
a team and about problem solving and so
rewarding as a result.

The pay is decent
Many thought that the pay was fairly decent
although not as much as jobs in maths.

definitely more open to it, it’s more
“ I’m
hands on and less academic, it’s not
necessarily easier but it’s more exciting
than science.

”

Boy 15, Low Support Bristol
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peRCeptIons
of WoRkIng In
MAths

nEGATIvES
It’s just for the really clever

Appealed to the logically minded

The notion of continuing to study in maths was
considered very difficult. Even those that were
academically bright often felt further study or
a job in maths would be beyond their ability
and that to work in maths one would have to
be ‘really clever’.

Some young people stated they enjoyed maths
and were keen to take it to the next level. They
enjoyed the logical side of it – knowing that
there was a right or wrong answer.

It’s not relevant

Young people struggled to bring to mind opportunities
of using maths in the work place. Most common jobs
raised were: accountants, bankers and maths teachers.
It was less common for them to realise that it was a core
part of many jobs or to see its application across other
disciplines.

PoSITIvES

In addition, it was often felt that maths was
not ‘relevant’ for ‘real life’ and therefore there
was no real reason to continue to study in
this area. This was raised as a barrier even by
those that enjoyed and were good at maths.

maths, I like the way that you can
“ Ibelikelogical
and work things out – I am
thinking about doing something to do
with maths.

”

Girl, 16, High support, London

The career pathways are boring
Beyond ability there was a perception that
working in maths would be boring, more than
likely an office job.

“ Maths – it’s difficult, I can’t really see
any benefits. ”
Girl, 16, High support, Birmingham
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steM vs. otheR
sUBjeCts In
teenAgeR’s
MInDs

04

It’s geeky, boring and difficult
This is a correspondence map that looks at how STEM is positioned in the
minds of young people relative to the position of rival subjects.
In general, life sciences, physical sciences and maths are concentrated
around concepts such as ‘fail’, ‘weirdo’, ‘genius’ and ‘difficult’.
Social sciences are grouped around concepts such as ‘effort’ and ‘boring’
(geography, history, sociology, psychology and business studies).
Law is highly correlated to ‘nerd’ and ‘ambitious’, while economics,
medical science and engineering are closely related to ‘money’.

This correspondence map is based on the statistical frequencies of the concepts used to talk about
different subjects by young people in real-time social media conversations.
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ZooMIng Into
hoW steM
sUBjeCts ARe
posItIoneD

04

This correspondence map zooms into how STEM subjects are positioned
relative to each other.
The sciences, close to maths, and statistics are all gathered around ‘fail’,
‘difficult’, ‘genius’, ‘smart’, ‘nerd’, ‘dork’, ‘ambitious’ , ‘effort’ and ‘useless’.
More technical-oriented subjects are further away from these concepts.
ICT, computing, IT, textiles, food technology and electronics are all
concentrated around the concepts of ‘geek’, ‘boring’ and ‘effort’.
Design technology, product design and engineering are closer to the
‘creative’ concept.
Medical science is the subject most associated with financial rewards.
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hoW YoUng
peopLe ARe
tALkIng
ABoUt steM

04
CLEvEr

GEEK

DIFFICuLT
FAIL

STEM

Subjects
BOrING
NErD

To understand how STEM is perceived by young people, we
looked at the concepts they use when talking about STEM on
social media. This visual represents a map of the conceptual
associations derived from real-time Twitter conversations.
By looking into the concepts people use when talking about
STEM and based on talkability*, this map aims to understand
perception on a large scale.

*Our analysis is based on talkability: the quality or state of being
talked about. It is a direct function of the volume of conversations,
without any necessary implications regarding the sentiment of those
conversations.

TrADITIoNAL

Career paths

uSELESS

EFFOrT

SMArT

SOCIAL
LIFE

POINTLESS
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hoW
YoUng
peopLe
ARe
tALkIng
ABoUt
steM
onLIne

55

%

STEM subjects are too difficult

11%
Are strong stereotypical views
STEM is for ‘geeks’, ‘nerds’, ‘social retards’
and ‘weirdos’; boring and associated to
traditional career paths.

Conversations relate to the fear of failing
and poor academic performance.

22%
To choose STEM you need to
be naturally smart
Conversations relate to the complexity
and the desire to be clever.

7

%

STEM subjects
require huge effort
Too much work is involved
to pass subjects.

2%
Enjoyable and
successful STEM
subject/career
choice

3%
Financial rewards of STEM careers
Conversations considering the
financial rewards in STEM careers and
organisations promoting the high salaries
available in STEM.

SoUrCE:

Sysomos.
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steM
sUBjeCts ARe
too DIffICULt
AnD theRe Is A
feAR fAILURe

04

STEM is perceived as being too difficult and complex, hence
young people fear STEM choices will lead to poor academic
performance and they will end up with unachievable goals.
Peer-to-peer advice focuses on the challenging nature of the
content and the need to prepare to ensure deep understanding
of the subject matter in order to succeed.
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steM
sUBjeCts
& CAReeRs
ReQUIRe too
MUCh effoRt

04

STEM is perceived to involve a heavy workload and personal
commitment. Young people believe that if they choose these
type of subjects they will struggle and end with huge amounts of
stress.
Peer-to-peer advice consists of the importance of enjoying and
being interested in the subject matter. They openly recognise
the time consuming aspect, and therefore the given advice
converges on the fact that the only way of enduring the workload
is by being genuinely motivated.
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YoU neeD to
Be nAtURALLY
sMARt to
exCeL At steM

04
77% agree you need
to be really clever to
work in steM. girls
thought this more to
be the case. strongly
agree 29% vs. 24% for
boys

There is a strong association between STEM and the idea
of being naturally smart. There is the idea of having to be
“born clever” as a precondition to choosing STEM. There is
therefore the feeling of not being good or bright enough to
take STEM further.
Peer-to-peer advice focuses once again on enjoyment as a key
element to gain the motivation to deal with the complexity of the
content, and the determination to face the hard work.
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steM sUBjeCts
ARen’t
ReLevAnt In
ReAL LIfe

04

STEM subjects are perceived as too abstract and academic.
Young people believe they are useless in real life and there is no
point choosing them since they do not see how they will use or
apply such abstract knowledge in the real world.
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steM Is
soCIALLY
UnCooL

04
science subjects
are for the geeks.
53% disagree vs.
47% agree

STEM is associated with a ‘lame lifestyle’ to use the current
language of teenagers. People going into STEM are perceived
as ‘uncool’ and associated with a lack of social skills and boring
social life.
Even the young people who are already engaged with STEM
are self-conscious about being perceived as socially uncool or
“weird”. The advice they give each other focuses on the fact that
while this perception is indeed drawn to STEM , it should not
necessarily be drawn to the students themselves. They advise
each other to be more confident and positive about their own
university experience.
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YoUng peopLe
hAve An
entRenCheD
vIeW toWARDs
steM

04

STEM has a set of stereotypical concepts. It’s perceived as too
boring and dull, and the people opting for STEM are considered
to be geeks or nerds.
In addition, there is a gender-biased view perceiving STEM as a
predominantly male field.
On online forums this stereotypical view is not an active topic of
discussion but more of a latent issue that young people seem to
assume while speaking to one another.
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steM sUBjeCts
onLY LeAD
to LIMIteD
CAReeR pAths

04

There is a lack of awareness of the alternative career options
in STEM. Young people associate STEM subjects with the
traditional career paths of scientist, biologist, engineer, doctor,
which require higher education, or with academic activities
such as research or teaching.
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soCIAL sCIenCe
sUBjeCts ARe Both
MoRe fUn AnD
AChIevABLe

04

When speaking about social science subjects young people bring up the easier
and “softer” aspect of the content, in that they are more achievable than STEM.
In addition, they also point out they are more interesting and fun, making them
more appealing in any decision-making process.
When giving advice to each other, young people recognise that social science
subjects are not held in the same regard as STEM in university applications. They
believe that there is no need to ‘be a genius’, even someone “dumb” or “thick”
could study these subjects.
The peer-to-peer advice concentrates on choosing a subject based on enjoyment
and passion instead of either the way it is perceived by universities or the
financial rewards brought in the workplace. People tell each other that opting for
what you enjoy will ensure you put in the effort and ultimately, get better grades
and success.
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steM Isn’t
CReAtIve

04

Conversations comparing STEM against other subjects not only
highlight that the language used for the latter is more positive
but also shows a latent dichotomy around being ‘techie (or into
STEM) vs. arty or creative’. This mental imagery associates
STEM subjects and careers with rational logical thinking as
opposed to creative thinking.
The conversations that show this contrast suggest that for those
who enjoy or are looking for subjects/careers that allow creative
thinking and expressing their own imagination, STEM should not
be considered. The young people that question this view are the
ones that are already engaged with STEM and therefore have
further knowledge of the spectrum of opportunities to design
and be creative.
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steM CAReeRs’
Most popULAR
DIsCUssIon
thReADs:
Salary concerns, job prospects, difficulty
involved and choice of university
*Based on number of views and replies on career –
related discussion threads on The Student room.

Engineering

What can I do with this degree?
What jobs can I do? What salary
can I expect?

Dentistry

How much do dentists get
paid? What is the average
starting salary?

Life Sciences

What are the best / more
prestigious universities?
How hard is it? Is it worth the
effort?

Armed
Forces

What is the minimum service
required? What are the medical
requirements? How hard is

health &
Emergency
Services

What can I do with this degree?
What jobs can I do?
How hard is it?

Finance &
Accountancy

Physics &
Chemistry

What can I do with this degree?
What jobs can I do?
What salary can I expect?

IT &
Technology

Do I need a degree to get a job
in IT? What salary can I expect?
Are IT apprenticeships worth it?

Pharmacy

What does the course involve?
What salary can I expect?
What are the best universities?

Veterinary
Science

What is the average salary?
What are the best/more
prestigious universities?

Investment,
Banking &
Consultancy

What are the highest paid jobs?
How do I become a Commodity
Trader/Banker?
Company-related threads.

Property,
Construction,
Transport &
Logistics

What to do with a Science/
Engineering Degree?
What jobs can I do?
What salary can I expect?

joining the rAF?

What is the average starting
salary? How do I become a
Finance Director/Accountant?
Company-related threads.
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Appendix

05

our approach and what we did:
Over 132 participants consisting of 56 interview hours
80 young people
8 teachers
12 parents
Co-creation sessions with 32 young people
Social listening over of 150,000 social media conversations
72

Location

one hUnDReD
pARtICIpAnts
AnD 52
ReseARCh
hoURs
We held qualitative interviews with young people, their parents
and their STEM teachers in February 2014. We spoke with
young people from two distinct home and school environments
we identified as high support vs. low support. In addition we
recruited against their interest level in STEM from those doing
double science and unsure of their next steps to young people
with a strong interest in taking STEM as a career. We spoke with
12 parents and 8 teachers.

05

London

Birmingham

Newcastle

Yate

high support:

Low support:

Post 16

school and home
environment

school and home
environment

education
establishment

2 x paired interviews
with boy and girl pair at
year 9

2 x paired interviews
with boy and girl pair at
year 9

1 quad interview at
17/18 years old. Sixth
form college

1 x quad with mixed
group at year 11

1 x quad with mixed
group at year 11

2 x paired interviews
with boy and girl pair at
year 9

2 x paired interviews
with boy and girl pair at
year 9

1 x quad with mixed
group at year 11

1 x quad with mixed
group at year 11

2 x paired interviews
with boy and girl pair at
year 9

2 x paired interviews
with boy and girl pair at
year 9

1 x quad with mixed
group at year 11

1 x quad with mixed
group at year 11

2 x paired interviews
with boy and girl pair at
year 9

2 x paired interviews
with boy and girl pair
at year 9

1 x quad with mixed
group at year 11

1 x quad with mixed

1 quad interview at
17/18 years old. FE
college

1 quad interview at
17/18 years old. FE
college

1 quad interview at
17/18 years old. Sixth
form college

group at year 11
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Co-CReAtIon
WIth 32 YoUng
peopLe

05

We ran co-creation workshops with young people in early March
2014. We used the insights from the qualitative sessions as
stimulus to build on our understanding of their hopes and fears
and designed creative tasks that would inform the inspirational
messaging that would encourage young people to take the first
step to finding out more about STEM.
We ran four sessions across the following sample range:
Year 9

Low Support

Year 11 High Support
Year 9

High Support

Year 11 Low Support
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oUR soCIAL
LIstenIng
AppRoACh

05
Social listening allows us to blend qualitative
and quantitative approaches. By taking a
qualitative approach to a quantitative scale we
analysed tens of thousands of unprompted online
conversations, listening to people’s conversations
on STEM and career choice.

We identified three key sources for this
research project.

Creating a smart approach we continually
iterated our approach following qualitative
fieldwork sessions, identifying specific themes
and subjects to listen to.

Going into forums and blogs allowed us to
explore conversations more deeply than the 140
character limitation Twitter imposes. Forums
such as the studentroom.co.uk proved an
invaluable source of rich conversations on the
subject of STEM and career choice.

The purpose of the social listening was to:
understand the sentiment towards STEM
careers and subjects. How they are perceived
and how they are spoken about.

Twitter gave us vast research. Potentially anyone
could be talking about STEM and 25% of Twitter
users are 15-24 years old.

By analysing Twitter and social media
conversations we could analyse STEM in
the context of self-expression (what people
are thinking) and peer-to-peer advice (what
people say to each other regarding career and
subject choice).
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oUR
QUAntItAtIve
AppRoACh

05

We ran a 15 minute online survey with 2280 teenagers aged
13-14, 15-16 and 17-18 (760 per year group) between 24th and
28th March 2014. The sample was evenly split by gender, socio
economic groups and regions in England.
The questionnaire was designed to quantify young peoples’
attitudes, behaviours and perceptions of career choices that
we uncovered during the qualitative research phase, as well as
provide a baseline measure of young people’s attitude to STEM
careers.
An online methodology allowed us to reach an age group fluent
in the digital world and an age group that are harder to reach by
phone or face to face approaches.
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